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Place the tracks after the current playing track in the play list or at the end of the current playing playlist. If the current playing track is not in a playlist then a new playlist is created at the location of the track. ￭ Tracks to be placed are identified by a match criteria of the current playing track. ￭ The default action is a right click with a "place after current playing" context menu item. ￭ Different options are
available to change the behavior of the track position. ￭ The target place in the playlist is based on the currently playing track. ￭ Tracks can be copied or moved within the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be queued if the playlist is locked or queued if the playing playlist is locked. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be enqueued if the playlist is locked. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the
start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be copied or moved within the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be enqueued if the playlist is locked. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be copied or moved within the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be enqueued if the playlist is locked. ￭
Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be copied or moved within the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be enqueued if the playlist is locked. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be copied or moved within the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be
enqueued if the playlist is locked. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be copied or moved within the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be moved to the start or end of the playlist. ￭ Tracks can be enqueued if the playlist is
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￭ Trackpos Track Positioner. ￭ foobar2000 plug-in: ￭ keymacro: ￭ libargtable: ￭ user interface: Download: ￭ How to use: ￭ right-click on track positioner button ￭ properties ￭ "Keep in playlist" ￭ "Search albumns" ￭ "Moves to" ￭ "No action" ￭ "Played" ￭ "Copy" ￭ "Create folder" ￭ "Create file" Note: ￭ "No action" is not recommended ￭ If you want your track to appear in playlist lock it first (
foobar2000/list/edit/locked ) ￭ You can also press ALT + CTRL + T to place your track at end of playlist ￭ the foobar2000 setting to enable this is at: ￭ foobar2000/skin/foobar2000/skin_ui/controls/action_track_at_end_of_playlist.xml ￭ Should I add more languages for this. I know Swedish is not yet there. When is this useful: ￭ If you want your track to appear in playlist lock it first (
foobar2000/list/edit/locked ) ￭ You can also press ALT + CTRL + T to place your track at end of playlist ￭ the foobar2000 setting to enable this is at: ￭ foobar2000/skin/foobar2000/skin_ui/controls/action_track_at_end_of_playlist.xml ￭ Should I add more languages for this. I know Swedish is not yet there. Source code: ￭ 1d6a3396d6
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place after current playing is a lightweight and useful add-on for foobar2000 designed to add a new context menu item "place after current playing", with a self explanatory action. It comes with various settings to change it's behavior like having your tracks moved or copied or having them enqueued if the playing playlist is locked. This is very useful as default doubleclick action for stuff like database
search or album list. Installation: Extract trackpos.dsw to the folder with Foobar2000 installed. Troubleshooting: If you are experiencing "Unable to find the selected stream", this is probably because foobar2000 is unable to connect to a port on your computer. If this is the case, check if you have opened the port in the control panel. Also, if you get "Could not find stream" error messages, there could be a
problem with your network configuration or DNS. If these still don't work, see this thread on the foobar2000 forum. How to use: Go to Options > Trackpos > Context Menu > Place after current playing and put your current playlist as the default playlist and keep it empty. If you want to move/copy a track from the currently playing playlist to your current playlist, hold Ctrl while selecting the track to
move/copy and right click on the track (double click on Windows) to send to the current playlist. If your playing playlist is locked, holding Ctrl while selecting the track will enqueue the track and send it to the current playlist when you click on the context menu. If the current playlist is empty, then tracks will be added to the current playlist when you send tracks to it. If you are using Foobar2000 with the
BMP plug-in, then the BMP will save to a.scm file while you are playing. Features: ￭ All system dependent. ￭ If using with foobar2000, every track selected will be moved/copied if it's in the current playlist. ￭ If using with foobar2000, tracks in the current playlist will be moved/copied. ￭ If using with foobar2000, if the playlist is locked, tracks will be enqueued and then moved/copied if they're in the
current playlist. ￭ Trackpos doesn't change the name of the track, unless you have enabled it in the options. ￭ If you

What's New In Foo Trackpos?
This extension is designed to be used with foobar2000. Interface and properties: Show Commands tab Settings tab Enqueue Tracks Quickly move/copy tracks Close and reopen tab Default Action Window title Disabled Unlock playlist Enabled Lock playlist Enabled Locked Disable Inherited from configuration The settings window allows to customize options like the window title and the enabled/locked
state. It also allows to change default action like the lockscreen or the unlock/reopen playlist. [Settings] foobar2000 version 2.3.0.2 Click on a column header to sort the settings table. Filter on the columns that you like. Drag the settings to change the order of the settings table. Sort columns alphabetically or by type. Settings table Shows the current settings for all tabs. Drag the settings to change the current
settings. Use arrow keys to select settings for a specific tab. 'foobar2000 version 2.3.0.2 Click on a column header to sort the settings table. Filter on the columns that you like. Drag the settings to change the order of the settings table. Sort columns alphabetically or by type. Settings table Shows the current settings for all tabs. Drag the settings to change the current settings. Use arrow keys to select settings
for a specific tab. 'foobar2000 version 2.3.0.2 Click on a column header to sort the settings table. Filter on the columns that you like. Drag the settings to change the order of the settings table. Sort columns alphabetically or by type. Settings table Shows the current settings for all tabs. Drag the settings to change the current settings. Use arrow keys to select settings for a specific tab. 'foobar2000 version
2.3.0.2 Click on a column header to sort the settings table. Filter on the columns that you like. Drag the settings to change the order of the settings table. Sort columns alphabetically or by type. Settings table Shows the current settings for all tabs. Drag the settings to change the current settings. Use arrow keys to select settings for a specific tab. 'foobar2000 version 2.3.0.2 Click on a column header to sort
the settings table. Filter on the columns that you like. Drag the settings to change the order of the settings table. Sort columns alphabetically or by type. Settings table Shows the current settings for all tabs. Drag the settings to change the current settings. Use arrow keys to select settings for a specific tab.
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System Requirements:
Minimum Requirements: Operating Systems: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit and 64-bit versions of all three operating systems) Mac OS X 10.9 and up (32-bit and 64-bit versions of Mac OS X) Linux FreeBSD Memory: 512MB RAM 1GB RAM recommended 256MB RAM recommended for users with Intel Iris 5100 and below, 512MB RAM recommended for users with Intel Iris 5200 and above
Graphics:
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